Meeting held at Mandurah on Tuesday, 17 September 2019

WEATHER: Fine
TRACK: Good
KENNEL TEMPERATURE: 18 Degrees
TIME KENNELS CLOSED: 5.15pm
Stewards: Mr C Kerr, Ms E Alessandrino, Mr N Goold
Veterinary Surgeons: Dr S Wu
Veterinary Assistant: Ms G Murphy
Lure Driver: Mr M Frampton

Race 1 - Qualifying Trial/Country/302 - Qualifying Trial - 5:25 PM
FREMONT FUN began moderately.

Race 2 - Qualifying Trial/Provincial/405 (1) - Qualifying Trial - 5:33 PM
RIPPIN' ROXETTE began quickly. SPARTAN MAC began slowly. FEAR THE MAX galloped on the heels of RIPPIN' ROXETTE approaching the home turn. FEAR THE MAX & RIPPIN' ROXETTE collided approaching the home turn. FEAR THE MAX, RIPPIN' ROXETTE & KIRRA MONELLI collided approaching the home turn, RIPPIN' ROXETTE lost ground. NAT'S THE BOSS & RIPPIN' ROXETTE collided approaching the home turn. NAT'S THE BOSS & RIPPIN' ROXETTE collided on the home turn.

Race 3 - Qualifying Trial/Provincial/405 (2) - Qualifying Trial - 5:41 PM
NESSIE MONELLI & CHAROS HOPE began quickly. SHOCK ALERT began slowly. WHY ZED & SHOCK ALERT collided soon after the start. AFRICAN CHANCE & NESSIE MONELLI collided soon after the start. AFRICAN CHANCE & CHAROS HOPE collided on the first turn. CHAROS TIME & AFRICAN CHANCE collided on the first turn. WHY ZED & CHAROS TIME collided on the first turn, CHAROS TIME lost ground. SHOCK ALERT checked off the heels of AFRICAN CHANCE shifted out and raced wide on the home turn. CHAROS TIME checked off the heels of SHOCK ALERT on the home turn. AFRICAN CHANCE & CHAROS HOPE collided in the home straight.